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A word from the organizers

Here we go again. This is our sixth joint workshop; also, sixteenth LaTeCH and eleventh CLfL meeting. We have a fine program for you, with something for everyone in the community. We will not single out any paper: they are all worth a good look. There are repeat visitors (welcome back) and new contributors (hello). And Jacob Eisenstein, who has been on the program committee the past five years, is our invited speaker.

No preface to LaTeCH-CLfL can be complete without a huge thank-you to our wonderful program committee. And thanks to all those who submitted their papers.

Stefania, Anna, Nils, Stan

PS. Our workshop’s Web site at https://sighum.wordpress.com/events/latech-clfl-2022/ shows all the details. In particular, there is more about the guest speaker and his talk.
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